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Travel to the Arabian desert in search of great riches in the magical 10,001 
Nights where, you guessed it, wins of over 10,001x await! The goal is to land 

golden Oil Lamps to fill all four of the Feature Lamps and unlock the 
massive win potential! This mystical and engaging 5x4 slot includes Mega 
Wilds, Low-Paying Symbol Removal, Win Multipliers and Random Wilds as 

well as the bonus Destiny Spins round for guaranteed entertainment!

Highlights

★ Huge Win Potential - a max win of over 10,001x makes for a thrilling 
prospect!

★ Progress Target - the goal of collecting golden Oil Lamps to fill all 4 
Feature Lamps provides the most engaging entertainment!

★ Free Spins - Three or more DESTINY SPINS symbols award Free Spins 
for the chance of HUGE PAYOUTS!

GAME SUMMARY

https://games.redtiger-demo.com/lobby/


10,001 Nights is a 5x4 slot set in an opulent Middle Eatern palace furnished 
with the finest silk drapes, gently lit by oil lamps and filled with the smoke 

of an ornate hookah pipe. A star-filled night sky can be seen from the 
balcony. The gold-framed reels are filled with jewel-encrusted playing card 

symbols as well as the high-paying silk slippers, the vase on a bed of 
treasure, the camel, the tiger, the prince and the top-paying princess wild. 

Land the golden Oil Lamps to unlock the four features and watch out for 
three or more Destiny Spins symbols to enter the bountiful bonus round. 

Dramatic Middle Eastern music accompanies the gameplay to truly transport 
you to the exotic and mystical world of the ancient Middle East!

SCREENS 
Main Screen



PAYTABLES 



PAYTABLES 



PAYTABLES 



PAYTABLES 



PAYTABLES 



Oil Lamp symbols may appear on any spin until all features are unlocked. 
Collect Oil Lamp symbols to progressively fill the Feature Lamps until each 
successive feature is unlocked.
Once a feature is unlocked it will be triggered on the next spin at the same 
stake and may continue to trigger randomly on any future spins at that 
stake. More than one feature may trigger in the same spin if there is more 
than one feature unlocked.
Feature Lamp requirements:
- First Stage - 6 Oil Lamps required. Unlocks Imperial Spin feature.
- Second Stage - 7 Oil Lamps required - 13 in total. Unlocks Random Wilds 
feature.
- Third Stage - 8 Oil Lamps required - 21 in total. Unlocks Multi-Pick 
feature.
- Fourth Stage - 9 Oil Lamps required - 30 in total. Unlocks Mega Wilds 
feature.
When an Oil Lamp lands, it fills a Feature Lamp and then disappears from 
the reels, resulting in fewer Oil Lamps available to land on subsequent 
spins.

FEATURES 
FEATURE LAMPS



Type Frequency

Senior Reels

FEATURES 
IMPERIAL SPIN

All low-paying symbols are removed from the reels leaving only high-paying 
symbols available to land during the spin.



Type Frequency

Random Wilds

FEATURES 
RANDOM WILDS

A random number of Wild symbols land on the reels.



Type Frequency

Win Multiplier

FEATURES 
MULTI-PICK

Three cards are presented to choose from, each representing a different 
win multiplier. The multiplier chosen is applied to the next win that occurs.

If a multiplier is active before you enter Destiny Spins, the multiplier will 
be applied to the first win that occurs. If a multiplier is active at the end of 
Destiny Spins, it will be applied to the next win that occurs after the bonus 

round has finished.



Type Frequency

Fat Wilds

FEATURES 
MEGA WILDS

One or more 1x4 Mega Wild Symbols appear on the screen.



Type Frequency

Free Spins

FEATURES 
DESTINY SPINS

The Free Spins bonus is triggered when at least three Destiny Spins symbols 
land on the reels. Three symbols trigger 8 bonus spins, four symbols trigger 

10 bonus spins and the maximum five symbols trigger 12 bonus spins.

Destiny Spins symbols may also land during Free Spins for a re-trigger. If this 
happens then three symbols trigger 6 additional bonus spins, four symbols 
trigger 7 additional bonus spins and the maximum five symbols trigger an 

additional 8 bonus spins.



RTP RANGE NON-JACKPOT 94.73% BASE 
+ % JACKPOT

92.65% BASE 
+ % JACKPOT

90.71% BASE 
+ % JACKPOT

90.12% BASE 
+ % JACKPOT

~ 96% RTP 95.73% 1% 95.73% 3% 95.65% 5% 95.71% 6% 96.12%

~ 95% RTP 94.73% - - 2% 94.65% 4% 94.71% 5% 95.12%

~ 94% RTP - - - 1% 93.65% 3% 93.71% 4% 94.12%

~ 93% RTP 92.65% - - - - 2% 92.71% 3% 93.12%

~ 92% RTP - - - - - 1% 91.71% 2% 92.12%

~ 91% RTP 90.71% - - - - - 1% 91.12%

Paylines Max Win Reels x Rows

20 Lines over 10,001x 5x4

Volatility Hit Rate

Middle East 4 + 2

Maths

INFORMATION 
Basic



Technology 

HTML5

Desktop Tablet Smartphone

YES YES YES

TV iOS/Android  Mini Games

YES YES YES

PLATFORM SUPPORT 



31
SUPPORTED LANGUAGES 

English en-EN

Armenian hy-AM

Chinese zh-CN

Chinese Traditional zh-TW

Croatian hr-HR

Czech cs-CZ

Danish da-DK

Dutch nl-NL

Finnish fi-FI

French fr-FR

Georgian ka-GE

German de-DE

Greek el-GR

Hungarian hu-HU

Indonesian id-ID

Italian it-IT

Japanese ja-JP

Korean ko-KR

Norwegian nn-NO

Polish pl-PL

Portuguese pt-BR

Portuguese pt-PT

Russian ru-RU

Slovak sk-SK

Slovenian sl-SL

Spanish es-ES

Spanish es-PE

Swedish sv-SE

Thai th-TH

Turkish tr-TR

Vietnamese vi-VN

LOCALIZATION 



Give your players 
more!

Thank You!


